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Abstract
The topic is of paramount importance. Heating, cooling, or solar air ducts are used in several sectors and in very diverse
fields. The improvement in their performance has been and is still of major concern to theorists and practitioners. The issue
of exchanging heat between fluid and the heated surfaces within a smooth air channel relies mainly on the value of the heat
transfer coefficient. This coefficient is a mine of factors that affect the heat exchange between working fluid and heated
walls. Therefore, it is an ambitious attempt to work on such a topic. Obstacles, such as staggered or in-line, transverse, or
longitudinal baffles, fins, or ribs have long been utilized in several thermal systems like shell-and-tube heat exchangers
with segmental baffles, compact heat exchangers, flat-plate solar air collectors, microelectronics, and various other
industrial applications, because of their high thermal loads and reduced structural parameters. The channels, through which
the cooling or heating fluid is supplied, are generally mounted with several obstacles in order to increase the cooling or
heating level. This configuration is mostly used in designing heat exchangers and solar air collectors. Through this
contribution, we present a comprehensive literature review of the various heat transfer strategies used to improve the
performance of smooth air channels (SACs). Various research works were made on (SACs) either numerical or experimental in order to improve their performance. Different models and configurations of obstacles are reviewed and discussed,
including attached, semiattached, or detached; parallel, orthogonal or inclined; solid, perforated, or porous; and simple,
corrugated, or shaped, of various sizes, positions, attack angles, perforations, porosities, arrangements, and orientations. In
these studies, the obstacles are principally used to change the direction of the flow field, to modify the distribution of the
local heat transfer coefficient, and also to increase the turbulence levels, thus resulting in larger heat transfer between the
fluid and the heated walls.
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Introduction

Orthogonal simple solid-type obstacles

One of the most effective passive strategies of enhancing
the convective heat transfer rate in smooth air channels
(SAC), such as ‘heating, cooling, or solar’ ducts, at ‘low,
moderate or high’ Reynolds numbers, is the use of ‘attached, semiattached, or detached,’ ‘transverse or longitudinal,’ ‘parallel, orthogonal, or inclined,’ ‘solid, perforated,
or porous,’ and ‘simple, corrugated, or shaped’-type
obstacles, known as ‘vortex generators,’ ‘vortex-flow
devices,’ ‘turbulators,’ ‘deflectors,’ ‘disturbance promoters,’ or ‘attachments,’ such as ‘ribs,’ ‘fins,’ or ‘baffles,’
placing on or near the insulated and/or heated channel
walls with in-line or staggered manners. This is because the
obstacle helps to interrupt the hydrodynamic and thermal
boundary layers and to force the vortex downstream [1].
The vortex creates a rotating motion within the flow
stream, which causes a rapid transfer of fluid parcels to and
from the heat transfer surface [2]. This method of heat
transfer enhancement is commonly used in many various
practical engineering and industrial applications such as
heat exchangers, solar air collectors, gas turbine cooling
systems, nuclear reactors, and electronic packages, so the
literature on this topic is widely apparent, as reported in
[1].
In the present study, we concentrated on a subject that is
interesting from the theoretical, practical, and numerical
modeling points of view. This study proposes to enhance
the heat transfer inside thermal devices like heat
exchangers, flat-plate solar air collectors, and other electronic equipment. It is worth mentioning that the thermal
devices play an important role in industry nowadays. The
present research aims to conduct a comprehensive literature review on the laminar/turbulent flow forced convection, in the presence of obstacles with different geometries,
placed in various manners, inside horizontal/vertical
channels. This represents a very important issue in the area
of heat exchangers where the flow must be characterized;
there is also a need to identify the velocity distribution, as
well as the existence and the extension of possible
recirculations.

This type of obstacle has been the subject of many
numerical and experimental studies, as shown in Table 1.
The first study on the numerical analysis of the features of
the flow and forced-convection heat transfer in periodically
varying cross-section ducts was reported by Patankar et al.
[3]. The authors exposed the concepts of periodically fully
developed flow and heat transfer.
Berner et al. [4] used the laser Doppler anemometry
(LDA) technique to get some experimental values of the
average velocity and turbulence distributions in the turbulent regime throughout a duct with many segmented baffle
plates. The authors aimed at determining the number of
baffles that are needed to have the periodic boundary
condition and to determine the relationship between the
flow rate and the geometry.
The laminar flow and conjugate heat transfer characteristics were simulated by Webb and Ramadhyani [5],
inside a smooth channel with staggered, transverse ribs,
and a constant heat flux along the two walls. The calculations were performed in the fully developed regime for
different Reynolds numbers, Prandtl numbers, and geometrical arrangements. They found that significant heat
transfer augmentation was obtained for high-Prandtl-number fluids such as water or fluorocarbons. In addition,
conduction in the channel walls was found to play a highly
beneficial role in enhancing heat transfer.
A numerical investigation was carried out by Kelkar and
Ptankar [6], for a constant property fluid having a laminar
flow through a parallel-plate duct with staggered fins.
Computations were performed for different values of the
Reynolds number, the Prandtl number, geometric parameters, and the fin-conductance parameter. They showed that
judicious choices of these parameters can lead to high heat
transfer rates with a moderate increase in pressure drop.
A computational method for the calculation of the flow
and heat transfer in a channel, with elements of various
heights and spacings inducing a streamwise-periodic flow,
was presented and evaluated by Habib et al. [7]. The results
were also reported for different values of Reynolds and
Prandtl numbers. The results indicated that the local and
overall heat loss parameters increased with increasing
Reynolds and Prandtl numbers and element height and with
decreasing spacing. In their experimental efforts,
Habib et al. [8] made experiments to study the characteristics of the turbulent flow and heat transfer within the
periodic cell existing between the segmental baffles staggered within a rectangular channel. The influence of the
baffle size and Reynolds number on the coefficients of the
local heat transfer and global heat transfer, along with the
pressure drop measurements, was described.

Literature review
Obstacles submitted to laminar and/or turbulent forcedconvection airflows have been investigated in the recent
years by several authors, using numerical and/or experimental methods, in order to optimize their shapes, their
size, their position, and their arrangement, as discussed
below.
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Table 1 List of some numerical and experimental studies conducted on the heat transfer enhancement by force in the presence of conventional
obstacles

Researcher

Computational domain and geometrical parameters.
L

Patankar et al. [3]
L

Transverse plate

Berner et al. [4]

t

C

D
S
Baffle

Webb and Ramadhyani [5]
Rib

S

D

w

L

Kelkar and Ptankar [6]
Fin
H

t
F
L

Habib et al. [7]
S
D
C

Baffle

C

Baffle

Habib et al. [8]
S

D
F

Hong and Hsieh [9]
p
Rib

e
H

L
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Table 1 continued

Researcher

Computational domain and geometrical parameters.
d

Cheng and Huang [10]

e
H

Fin

L

Lopez et al. [11]

Dz

y
Dy
H
Baffle
x

l

Lx

z
Dz

Guo and Anand [12]
y
Dy
Baffle

Bh

x

Bt

Lx

Le
z

Yuan and Tao [13]
Disturbance rod

E

2H

p

Li and Kottke [14]

Tube

Baffle

S
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Table 1 continued

Researcher

Computational domain and geometrical parameters.
Lin

Demartini et al. [15]

Baffle
Pi
H
a

e

Lout
L

Bazdid-Tehrani and Naderi-Abadi
[16]

t

Fin

L0 ˃˃ h

Mousavi and Hooman [17]
Baffle
t

L

Mohammadi Pirouz et al. [20]

Baffle
w

H

d
h
Lin

Lout

Mokhtari et al. [21]
25 mm

100 mm

Fin
200 mm

An experimental study of developing and fully developed turbulent air flow in a square channel with two
opposite ribbed walls in which the ribs were attached in a
staggered fashion was conducted by Hong and Hsieh [9] to
determine the heat transfer characteristics. Furthermore,
the effect of free-stream turbulence intensity with variations of 4–11% on heat transfer coefficients for Reynolds
numbers of 13,000–130,000 was discussed, and a law of

600 mm

200 mm

the wall for thermal boundary layer at each free-stream
turbulence level was obtained. A correlation between
Nusselt number and Reynolds number was also developed
that might be used in the design of turbine blade cooling
channels and related applications.
Cheng and Huang [10] conducted a computational
analysis on the laminar flow forced-convection in parallelplate channels supplied with two series of transversal fins.
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The results they obtained showed that the position of one
fin array with respect to the other is a factor that greatly
influences the flow field, particularly for the cases of high
fins, and in general the in-line arrangement behaves ineffectively due to the remarkable flow recirculation covering
the wall surfaces.
Lopez et al. [11] reported the numerical investigation of
laminar forced convection heat transfer in a three-dimensional channel with baffles, using the periodically fully
developed flow conditions of Patankar [3]. The authors
pointed out that the three-dimensional effects on the friction factor of a channel, which has a unity aspect ratio and
a blockage ratio equal to 0.5, increased as the Reynolds
number went up.
The three-dimensional laminar forced-convection flow
was investigated by Guo and Anand [12] in a duct having one
single baffle in the intake region. The impact of the Reynolds
number, Prandtl number, baffle height, and thermal conductivity ratio was examined. In general, both separation and
recirculation lengths around baffles increase with an increase
in the flow Reynolds number and baffle height. In addition,
the spanwise averaged Nusselt number increased with an
increase in the thermal conductivity of the wall.
A numerical investigation was conducted by Yuan et al.
[13] to analyze the periodically fully developed flow inside
a parallel-plate channel with streamwise-periodic round
disturbances on its two walls. The effects of the disturbance
parameters on heat transfer and friction loss were attentively investigated, for a Reynolds number within the range
from 50 to 700. The results obtained indicated that the
Nusselt number can have a value four times higher than in
a smooth-walled channel under the same considerations but
with a much larger drop in pressure.
Li and Kottke [14] studied the convective heat transfer
and friction loss in simulating models of shell-and-tube
heat exchangers. Parameters of the experimental work were
the Reynolds number and the distance between the baffles.
Results demonstrated that for a constant value of the
Reynolds number, increasing the distance between the
baffles increased the heat exchange coefficient and the
pressure drop.
A numerical and experimental study was carried out by
Demartini et al. [15] on air flow inside a channel with a
rectangular cross section with two baffle plates mounted on
the upper and lower walls. This study included also a
comprehensive investigation of the velocity and pressure
profiles. The solution to the problem was found by the hotwire anemometry technique and the finite-volume method
using the commercial program Fluent 5.2.
A simulation of the laminar flow and thermal transfer
was presented by Bazdid-Tehrani and Naderi-Abadi [16] in
the entrance region of a two-dimensional horizontal channel
containing in-line ribs. The impacts of the blockage ratios
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and the Reynolds numbers were analyzed. The obtained
numerical results indicated that obstacles in the form of ribs
are not fully effective for high values of the blockage ratio.
Mousavi and Hooman [17] carried out numerical simulations of the laminar fluid flow and heat transfer in a twodimensional horizontal channel containing staggered solid
baffles and fins. Various geometrical parameters of the
model and different operating parameters were considered
in that study.
The characteristics of forced-convection and loss friction
of a transient turbulent flow inside a circular tube with baffle
inserts were investigated by Tandiroglu [18]. An extensive
experimental investigation was performed on nine tubes
inserted with baffles within the Reynolds number interval
from 3,000 to 20,000 for the case of a constant heat flux.
Qasim and Khudheyer [19] investigates the turbulent
flow and heat transfer through a duct with baffle plates. The
turbulence was modeled using k–e turbulence model. The
aim of their study was to investigate the turbulent flow in a
duct with varying the arrangements and dimensions of the
baffle plates. The obtained computed results showed that
the boundary layer separation and recirculation regions are
significantly affected by the height, thickness, and
arrangements of the baffle plates. Also the results demonstrated that in the presence of the baffle, the heat was
significantly enhanced.
The fluid flow and heat transfer through staggered wallmounted two-dimensional obstacles, put on the bottom and
top walls of the channel, were attentively examined by
Mohammadi Pirouz et al. [20], using the Lattice Boltzmann
Method (LBM). The authors concluded that the Lattice
Boltzmann Method (LBM) is well suited for studying the
heat transfer in conjugate problems.
The flow and convective heat transfer characteristics of
a three-dimensional square duct with various arrangements
of fins in both laminar and turbulent flow were numerically
characterized and studied by Mokhtari et al. [21]. The
results presented showed that efficient fin arrangement
highly influences on the cooling performance of the plate.
More recently, Rashidi et al. [22] performed a review of
the literature on the area of heat transfer improvement
employing a combination of nanofluid and inserts. Inserts
are baffles, twisted tape, vortex generators, and wire coil
inserts. The progress made and the current challenges for
each combined system are discussed, and some conclusions
and suggestions are made for future research.
Selimefendigil et al. [23] numerically investigated the
fluid flow and heat transfer in a vertical lid-driven CuO–
water nanofluid-filled square cavity with a flexible fin
attached to its upper wall under the influence of an inclined
magnetic field. The influence of Richardson number (between 0.01 and 100), Hartmann number (between 0 and 50),
inclination angle of the magnetic field (between 0 and 90%),
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nanoparticle volume fraction (between 0 and 0.05) and
Young’s modulus of flexible fin (between 250 and 5000) on
the flow and heat transfer were numerically studied. They
observed that the presence of the elastic fin affects the flow
field and thermal characteristics of the cavity.

Flow around a surface-mounted two-dimensional
obstacle
Among important contributions, Antoniou and Bergeles
[24] analyzed the flow over a prism with several aspect
ratios using hot-wire technique. By increasing the aspect
ratio L/H, the flow reattaches on the prism surface and
downstream, while recirculation lengths and turbulence
scales are reduced.
Experimental results of velocity and wall pressure
fluctuations in the turbulent flow through a simulated tube
bank with square arrangement, after passing a baffle plate
were performed by Möller et al. [25], using hot wires and a
pressure transducer. Behavior of fluctuating quantities was
described by means of dimensionless autospectral density
functions and their interdependence was discussed.
The turbulent flow around a wall-mounted two-dimensional rib, was simulated by Hwang et al. [26], using a twoequation k–epsilon turbulence model. The results they
obtained indicated that the extension of the recycling areas,
upstream of the rib, does not depend upon its length in the
direction of the flow. The recycling zone was greatly
influenced by the length of the rib; this zone gets smaller as
the rib length increases.
Tsay et al. [27] numerically investigated the heat
transfer enhancement due to a vertical baffle in a backward-facing step flow channel. They analyzed the effects of
the geometrical parameters of the model as well as the
functioning parameters on the structure of flow. The
authors demonstrated that the mean value of Nusselt
number could be increased by 190% by installing a baffle
into the field. The numerical results obtained also proved
that the flow considerations and the heat transfer characteristics are highly dependent on the location of the baffle
inside the channel.
Furthermore, Gajusingh et al. [28] experimentally
investigated the impact of a baffle, which acts as a vortex
generator, on the heat transfer in a smooth circular tube,
using the particle image velocimetry (PIV) technique.
Results showed that the turbulent velocities were enhanced
by a factor of two to three and the rates of energy production and dissipation were enhanced by more than an
order of magnitude when a baffle was inserted in the
channel. The most significant turbulence enhancement was
observed in the region within a distance of two baffle
heights from the bottom wall just downstream of the baffle
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which increased to three baffle heights at further downstream locations.

Inclined simple solid-type obstacles
Since the above-cited studies are emphasized on orthogonal solid-type obstacles that directly block the flow field,
the pressure penalties are higher than the heat transfer
improvements as indicated and confirmed by Dutta and
Hossain [29]. However, it is possible to obtain enhanced
heat transfer with comparably less frictional head loss by
inserting inclined obstacles in the flow path [29]. Several
research works have been conducted in this context, as
shown below.
Park et al. [30] systematically presents the results of heat
transfer and friction factor data measured in five short
rectangular channels with turbulence promoters. They
investigated the combined effects of the channel aspect
ratio, rib angle of attack, and flow Reynolds number on
heat transfer and pressure drop in rectangular channels with
two opposite ribbed walls. Their experimental results were
also compared with literature values.
Sohankar and Davidson [31] numerically investigated
the effect of a pair of inclined block-type vortex generators
on the thermofluid behavior in a channel flow for a range of
Reynolds numbers from 400 to 1500. They also observed
complex flow structure in the vicinity of the blocks and
found that the flow complexity increased with an increase
in the Reynolds number. In the cross stream plane, they
observed that the separation vortices detaches from the
blocks and merge together in the wake region. The local
Nusselt number was found to be higher in front of the
vortex generators and increased with an increase in the
Reynolds number. The results showed that at a given
Reynolds number, both the Nusselt number and friction
factor increased with an increase in the angle of incidence
and by increasing the thickness of the blocks.
Yilmaz [32] studied the heat transfer and loss friction
characteristics of a rectangular channel, of which only the
bottom surface was heated, with a single inlet baffle
mounted on the upper surface. The experiment focused on
the influence of clearance ratio, baffle inclination angle,
and Reynolds number on the local and average heat
transfer coefficients, and pressure drop measurements. It
was found that the heat transfer and pressure drop depend
significantly on the baffle inclination angle, clearance ratio,
and Reynolds number. The average Nusselt number and
friction factor increased with the decreasing clearance ratio
and the increasing baffle angle. The performance analysis
by the equal friction factor criterion showed that the use of
the inlet baffle was not thermodynamically advantageous
on the basis of heat transfer enhancement.
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Experimental and numerical studies were conducted by
Wong et al. [33] to investigate the dynamic and thermal
behavior of a turbulent airflow in a horizontal air-cooled
rectangular duct, with inclined square-sectioned cross-turbulators mounted on its bottom surface. Effects of varying
the angle formed by the cross-turbulators between 30 and
120 on the convective heat transfer and pressure drop
were studied. An optimum range of angles formed by the
cross-ribs corresponding to a maximum enhancement of
forced convection was observed. According to the experimental and numerical results obtained, its value would be
between 60 and 70.
Nasiruddin and Kamran Siddiqui [2] indicated that the
convective heat transfer in a heat exchanger tube may be
enhanced by placing a baffle inside the tube. The investigators considered a comparative study between three different baffle orientations. The first case examined a vertical
baffle. The second case investigated a baffle inclined
toward the upstream end, and the third one considered a
baffle inclined toward the downstream end. The results
suggested that a baffle inclined toward the downstream side
with a smaller inclination angle (15 in their study) is a
better choice as it enhances the heat transfer by a similar
magnitude with a minimal pressure loss.
A numerical investigation of laminar periodic flow and
heat transfer in a three-dimensional isothermal-wall square
channel fitted with 45 inclined baffles on one channel wall
was carried out by Promvonge et al. [34]. Effects of flow
blockage ratios (BR = 0.1–0.5) on heat transfer and pressure loss in the square channel were examined and also
compared with the typical case of the transverse baffle.
They found that apart from the rise of Reynolds number,
the increase in the blockage ratio with the attack angle of
45 results in considerable increases in the Nusselt number
and friction factor values. The enhancement factor of the
45 baffle investigated was found to be higher than that of
the vertical baffle for all Reynolds numbers and baffle
heights.
Promvonge et al. [35] also investigated numerically the
steady three-dimensional laminar periodic flow and thermal behaviors in a square channel with 90 transverse and
45 inclined baffle elements in tandem, in-line, and staggered arrangements on two opposite walls. Effects of different baffle heights on heat transfer and pressure loss in
the channel were analyzed and the results of the 45 in-line
baffle were also compared with those of the 90 transverse
baffle and the 45 staggered baffle. They showed that for
the two treated baffles cases (transverse or inclined), an
increase in the baffle height caused a substantial increase in
the Nusselt number but the pressure loss was also very
significant. Thermal enhancement factors for both the 45
baffle arrays were found to be almost the same and much
higher than unity, and their maximum values were about
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2.6 indicating higher thermal performance over the smooth
channel.
In the recent past, Yongsiri et al. [36] reported the
results of numerical study of turbulent flow and heat
transfer in a channel with inclined detached-ribs. In that
study, the fluid flow, temperature field and thermal performance of the inclined detached-ribs with different attack
angles (0–165), were examined and compared with those
of the typical transverse attached rib with the attack value
of 90. The computational results showed that, at high
Reynolds number, the inclined ribs with attack angles of
60 and 120 yield comparable heat transfer rates and
thermal performance factors which were higher than those
given by the ones with other angles. On the other hand, at
low Reynolds number, the effect of rib attack angle was
insignificant.
More recently, the thermal and dynamic characteristics
in the shell side of a shell-and-tube heat exchanger (STHE)
fitted with segmental baffles and different arrangements
were numerically analyzed by Mellal et al. [37]. Two primordial parameters were tested: baffles spacing of 106.6,
80 and 64 mm and six baffles inclination angles of 45,
60, 90, 120, 150 and 180. The numerical results
showed the important role of the studied parameters in the
shell-side thermal performance enhancement, where the
case of baffle inclination angle of 180, at 64 mm of baffle
spacing was the best design that assures mixing flow,
giving thus the highest value of thermal performance factor
of 3.55 compared with STHE without baffles.
Furthermore, the turbulent flow and convective heat
transfer of air inside a channel of rectangular cross section,
containing rectangular baffles with inclined upper part
planted on the opposite surface of the absorber plate was
the subject of Menasria et al. [38], in a two-dimensional
numerical simulation validated by experimental data.
Attempts were carried out to explain the mechanisms of
fluid behavior in the presence of this type of obstacles and
their impact on both fields, thermal and dynamic.

Orthogonal perforated-type obstacles
Although the conventional internal obstacles or turbulators
can significantly improve the performances of the convective heat transfer within a channel, the added obstacles
can also cause two demerits, a larger friction factor and
some lower heat transfer areas (LHTAs) than that in the
corresponding smooth channel, especially behind fully
attached solid-type obstacles and at the corners formed by
bottom and side walls [39]. To resolve this issue, many
studies have resorted to introducing a new design of
obstacles. The design concerns a perforated obstacle having rows of various holes placed at different positions [40].
Among important studies, Tanasawa et al. [41], using the
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resistance heating and thermocouple technique, determined
the enhancement of turbulent forced convection heat
transfer in a channel with high-performance perforated rib
turbulators which were symmetrically mounted on two
opposite walls. Three types of turbulence promoters, plain
rib type, perforated rib type and half-perforated rib type,
were tested in that study. The obtained results showed that
the vortex flows created by the perforated ribs help to
agitate the stagnant flow in the downstream region of
baffles leading to enhance the heat transfer in the channel.
The presence of holes on the ribs eliminated the formation
of the lower heat transfer area in the downstream region of
baffles. They found that surfaces with the half-perforated
turbulence promoters with perforations on the lower half of
the ribs performed better than those with the solid type and
fully perforated promoters.
Hwang and Liou [42] investigated heat transfer and loss
friction in a rectangular channel with symmetrically
mounted solid and fully perforated ribs on parallel broad
walls (rib open-area ratio: b = 50%; rib pitch-to-height
ratio: Pi/H = 5–20; rib height-to-channel hydraulic diameter ratio: H/De = 0.081 and 0.162; rib-to-channel height
ratio: H/2B = 0.13 and 0.26; rib height-to-channel
hydraulic diameter ratio: H/De = 0.081 and 0.162; Reynolds number: Re = 10,000–50,000). The results indicated
that the perforated ribs had the advantages of eliminating
the hotspots and providing a superior heat transfer
performance.
An experimental study of the forced convection heat
transfer in a smooth rectangular channel was conducted by
Sara et al. [43]. A series of solid and perforated rectangular
cross-sectional blocks were introduced in the domain to
produce vortices to enhance mixing and thus, the heat
transfer. The effects of the Reynolds number (Re =
6670–40,000), the hole inclination angle (h = 0–45), the
perforation open-area ratio (/ = 0.05–0.15), the diameter
of the perforation (D = 2.5–8.0 mm), the number of the
blocks (Nb = 2–7), and the ratio of the distance between the
blocks to the channel hydraulic diameter (Sx/De= 1.407–0.309) on the heat transfer enhancement were
studied in detail. The obtained results were also compared
with those of similar channels without blocks. They
observed that the heat transfer rate increased with
increasing h, / and D and decreasing Sx/De and Re. The
pressure drop was not affected by h while it decreased with
increasing D, Re, Sx/De and /. The performance analysis
indicated that the solid blocks could lead to energy loses up
to 20% despite significantly enhanced heat transfer due to
increased surface area. The energy lost was recovered by
perforations opened in the blocks by which means it was
possible to achieve energy gains up to 40%.
Karwa et al. [44] presented results of an experimental
study of heat transfer and friction in an asymmetrically
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heated rectangular duct with a limited number of solid
(b = 0%) or fully perforated baffles (b = 18.4, 28.4, 41.7,
and 46.8%) installed to one of the broad walls at a relative
roughness pitch of 29. Their study showed an enhancement
of 73.7–82.7% in the Nusselt number over a smooth duct
for the solid baffles and from 60.6–62.9 to 45.0–49.7% for
the perforated baffles; this enhancement decreased with the
increase in the open-area ratio. The friction factor for the
solid baffles was found to be 9.6–11.1 times of the smooth
duct, which decreased significantly for the perforated baffles with the increase in the open-area ratio; it is reported to
be only 2.3–3.0 times for the baffles with an open-area ratio
of 46.8%. The baffles with the highest open-area ratio
provided the best performance compared to a smooth duct
at equal pumping power.
In another experiment, Karwa and Maheshwari [45]
investigated fully (open-area ratio of 46.8%) and half
(open-area ratio of 26%) perforated baffles covering Re
values ranging from 2700 to 11,150. The study showed an
enhancement of 79–169% in Nusselt number over the
smooth duct for the fully perforated baffles and 133–274%
for the half-perforated baffles while the friction factor for
the fully perforated baffles are 2.98–8.02 times of that for
the smooth duct and is 4.42–17.5 times for the half-perforated baffles. In general, the half-perforated baffles are
thermo-hydraulically better to the fully perforated baffles at
the same pitch. Of all the configurations studied, the halfperforated baffles at a relative roughness pitch of 7.2 give
the greatest performance advantage of 51.6–75% over a
smooth duct at equal pumping power.
Detailed local heat transfer measurements and numerical
simulation were conducted by Nuntadusit et al. [46] for
better understandings on heat transfer characteristics of a
channel surface equipped with ribs having different
geometries (different locations of hole and perforation
inclination angles). The experimental heat transfer results
via Thermo-chromic liquid crystal sheet were reported
along with the numerical flow characteristics. The heat
transfer performance of perforated ribs was evaluated and
compared with that of conventional solid one at a constant
Re number of 60,000. Their results demonstrated that due
to jet-like flows impinging on the surface, the ribs with
inclined perforations considerably improved the heat
transfer immediately downstream from the ribs, compared
to straight perforated and solid ones, resulting in superior
overall heat transfer performance.
In the recent past, Sahel et al. [40] presented a new
baffle design to eliminate the formation of lower heat
transfer areas (LHTAs), particularly in the downstream
regions of solid-type baffles. This design concerns a perforated baffle having a row of four holes placed at three
different positions. These positions are characterized by a
ratio called the pore axis ratio (PAR) which is taken equal
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to 0.190, 0.425 or 0.660. In their study, the baffle perforated with PAR = 0.190 was found to be as the best design,
which reduces significantly the LHTAs, since it ensures an
increase in the thermal transfer rate from 2 to 65%, compared with simple baffle. However, the pressure loss may
decrease until 12 times compared with the simple baffle.

Inclined perforated-type obstacles
Inserting inclined obstacles in the flow path is a wellknown technique to obtain enhancement on heat transfer
with comparably less frictional head loss [47]. Moreover,
inclined perforated obstacles contain holes, which facilitate
jet impingement toward the heat transfer surface. Hence by
utilizing inclined perforated obstacles, the two major heat
transfer augmentation techniques can be combined for
effective cooling [29]. In this context, several studies have
been conducted during the recent decades. For example,
Dutta et al. [48] reported experimental results of heat
transfer coefficient enhancement with an inclined perforated baffle. They showed better heat transfer augmentation
with perforations compared to that with a solid baffle, if the
plate is attached to the heated surface and properly aligned
in the direction of the flow. This baffle position was considered as a favorable orientation to enhance the local heat
transfer coefficient up to five times of the results obtained
in smooth channel.
An experimental investigation of frictional loss and heat
transfer behavior of turbulent flow in a rectangular channel
with a single inclined perforated baffle and with an isoflux
heating from the upper surface was presented by Dutta and
Dutta [49]. In that study, the effects of inclined baffle
perforation density, size, position, and orientation were
studied for internal cooling heat transfer augmentation.
Results indicated that there exists an optimum perforation
density to maximize heat transfer coefficients and this
optimum perforation exhibits a strong jet impingement
technique from the lower confined channel along with
other enhancement techniques of heat transfer. It is also
found that both average and local Nusselt numbers are
significantly dependent on the baffle orientation and the
Nusselt number ratio decreases as the baffle is placed at a
higher streamlined position. The friction factor ratio
decreases with the decrease in the angle of baffle and also
with the increase in the perforation density.
Dutta and Hossain [29] experimentally investigated the
local heat transfer characteristics and the associated frictional head loss in a rectangular channel with inclined solid
and perforated baffles. A combination of two baffles of
same overall size was used in their experiment. The
upstream baffle was attached to the top heated surface,
while the position, orientation, and the shape of the other
baffle were varied to identify the optimum configuration
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for enhanced heat transfer. A constant surface heat flux was
applied from the top surface, but the bottom and the side
surfaces were maintained at an adiabatic condition. The inline placement of baffles augments the overall heat transfer
significantly by combining both jet impingement and the
boundary layer separation. They also showed that the local
Nusselt number distribution is strongly depended on the
position, orientation, and geometry of the second baffle
plate. For two inclined baffle cases (solid or perforated),
the frictional head loss is much higher than that of a single
baffle arrangement. Moreover, in two baffle cases, the
friction factor ratio is larger if the second baffle is attached
to the bottom plate instead of the top heated surface.
Khan et al. [50] described experimental investigation of
heat transfer with turbulent flow in a rectangular channel
with inclined solid and perforated baffles combined with
rib turbulators. Combining ribs with perforated and
inclined baffles yielded an increase in average Nusselt
number, albeit with a pressure drop penalty. In situations
where rate of heat transfer is critical to the performance of
a device, combining ribs with baffle is a viable solution.
Se Kyung et al. [51] have done a numerical study on the
heat transfer and frictional characteristics of airflow inside
a rectangular channel fitted with different types of inclined
baffles (type I: solid baffle; type II: 3 hole baffle; type III: 6
hole baffle; and type IV: 9 hole baffle). The numerical
results of the flow field showed that the flow patterns
around the different baffle configurations are entirely different and these significantly affect the local heat transfer
characteristics. The heat transfer and friction factor characteristics are significantly affected by the perforation
density of the baffle plate. It was found that the heat
transfer enhancement of baffle type II has the best values.
Ary et al. [47] used the CFX 10 commercial software to
analyze numerically the heat transfer and associated frictional head loss in a rectangular channel with 5 inclined
diamond hole type perforated baffles. Experimental
investigations were also carried out to confirm the predicted characteristics of heat transfer enhancement and
associated frictional head loss for a single baffle and two
baffles, respectively. The results showed that the flow
patterns around the holes are entirely different with different numbers of holes and it significantly affects the local
heat transfer, and two baffles provide greater heat transfer
performances than a single baffle.
To reduce the pressure drop and the lower heat transfer
areas caused by the added ribs, a novel design concept,
semiattached rib design, was proposed and numerically
investigated by Liu and Wang [39]. These ribs are perforated at the rib corners to form two rectangular holes, so a
portion of the fluid can pass through the holes. Five different structures of the rib (width ratios of channel to hole)
and two positions (transverse rib and 45 inclined ribs)
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Table 2 Different obstacle shape geometries in previous investigations

Investigators

Obstacle type

Zhao et al. [70]

Circular,

Geometry

elliptical,

square,

diamond,

and

triangular-shaped

pin fins

Skullong et al. [76]

Combined wavy-rib and
groove turbulators

Ben Slama [77]

Small baffles
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Table 2 continued

Investigators

Obstacle type
Transversal flat baffles

Transversal and
longitudinal flat baffles

Delta wing-shaped
baffles

Abene et al. [78]

Folded inclined ogival
obstacles

Waisted delta obstacles

waisted ogival obstacles
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Table 2 continued

Investigators

Obstacle type

Bekele et al. [79]

Delta shaped baffles

Zhou and Ye [83]

(a) Rectangular winglet,

Geometry

(b) trapezoidal winglet,
and (c) delta winglet type
vortex generators

(a)
Du et al. [84]

Segmental baffles

Lei et al. [86]

Helical baffles

Wen et al. [87]

(b)

(c)

Ladder-type fold baffles
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Table 2 continued

Investigators

Obstacle type

Geometry

Dong et al. [88]

Trisection helical baffles

Skullong et al. [91]

Oblique

horseshoe

baffles

Tamna et al. [96]

Multiple V-baffle vortex
generators

Chamoli [98]

Perforated

V

shaped baffles

Sriromreun et al.[105]
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down-
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Table 2 continued

Investigators

Obstacle type

Geometry

Thianpong et al. [107]

Twisted-ring turbulators

Eiamsa-ard et al. [108]

Delta-winglet

twisted

tape vortex generators

Promvonge [109]

V-finned counter-twisted
tape vortex generators

Nanan et al. [110]

Twisted cross-baffles
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were analyzed. The numerical results show that the semiattached rib-design can significantly improve local heat
transfer and fluid flow performances; the semiattached ribs
with 45 angle of attack can even achieve a higher efficiency of synthetical heat transfer than that of the fully
attached and detached rib channels, at the same time
eliminate the lower heat transfer areas (LHTAs); although
the average Nusselt number over a pitch in the transverse
ribbed channel is lower than that of fully attached and
detached rib channels, this semiattached ribs can also fully
eliminate the LHTAs.

Porous-type obstacles
Another way for improving the heat transfer characteristics
in thermal systems is the use of porous medium [52]. This
technique has received a considerable attention and has
been the subject of many investigations. Among them,
Huang and Vafai [53] reported a detailed investigation of
forced convection enhancement in a channel using multiple
emplaced porous blocks. The Brinkman–Forchheimer-extended Darcy (BFeD) model was used to characterize the
flow field inside the porous regions in order to account for
the inertia effects as well as the viscous effects. It was
shown that altering some parametric values, such as the
Reynolds number, Darcy number, Prandtl number, inertial
parameter, and two pertinent geometric parameters, can
have significant and interesting effects on both the flow
pattern as well as heat transfer characteristics.
A study of a porous block mounted on a heated wall in a
laminar flow channel to enhance convection heat transfer
rate was investigated numerically by Fu and Huang [54].
The effects of porosity (e), particle diameter (Dp), Reynolds
number (Re), and blocked ratio (HP) on the thermal performance of the heated wall were examined in detail. The
results indicated that for HP = 0.5 case the thermal performances are enhanced by using a porous block with
higher porosity and particle diameter. However, the results
were the opposite for HP = 1.0.
Hwang [55] conducted experiments to examine the
effect of porous-type baffles on heat transfer and pressure
drop in a baffled channel. These baffles were arranged on
the bottom and top channel walls in a staggered manner.
The results of the conventional solid-type baffled channel
were also obtained for comparison. Consideration was
given to two different baffle heights and Reynolds number
was varied between 20,000 and 50,000. It was disclosed
that the flow patterns around the porous- and solid-type
baffles are entirely different. These different transport
phenomena, in conjunction with the change in baffle
effectiveness significantly influenced the local heat transfer
coefficient distributions but negligibly influenced the
average heat transfer coefficients. Relative to the solid
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baffle case, his study showed that the porous baffled
channel has a significantly lower friction factor.
Kiwan and Al-Nimr [56] introduced a novel method that
enhances the heat transfer from a given surface by using
porous fins. The thermal performance of porous fins was
estimated and compared with that of the conventional solid
fins. The effect of different design and operating parameters on the porous fin thermal performance was investigated. Examples of these parameters were Ra number, Da
number, and thermal conductivity ratio. It was found that
more enhancements in the porous fin performance may be
achieved as Ra increases especially at large Da numbers.
Also, it was found that there is an optimum limit for the
thermal conductivity ratio beyond which there is no further
improvement in the fin performance.
An experimental investigation was carried out by Ko
and Anand [57] to measure the heat transfer coefficients
and pressure loss in a uniformly heated rectangular channel
with wall mounted staggered porous baffles. The experiments were conducted in Reynolds number range of
20,000–50,000. The use of porous baffles resulted in heat
transfer enhancement as high as 300% compared to heat
transfer in straight channel with no baffles. The experimental result analysis showed that the heat transfer
enhancement per unit increase in pumping power was less
than one for the range of parameters studied.
Yang and Hwang [58] presented numerical predictions
on the turbulent fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics
for rectangular channel with porous baffles which are
arranged on the bottom and top channel walls in a periodically staggered way. The k–e model was adopted to
describe the turbulent structure. The numerical calculations
of the flow field indicated that the flow patterns around the
porous- and solid-type baffles are entirely different due to
different transport phenomena and it significantly influences the local heat transfer coefficient distributions. Relative to the solid-type baffle channel, their calculation
showed that the porous-type baffle channel has a lower
friction factor due to less channel blockage.
A detailed numerical study of fluid flow and laminar
forced-convective heat transfer in a two-dimensional parallel-plate channel with 16 porous baffles mounted alternately on bottom and top walls was conducted by Da Silva
Miranda and Anand [59]. The effects of dimensionless
parameters such as Reynolds number, Darcy number, baffle
spacing and thermal conductivity ratio on the flow and
temperature fields were examined. It was found that heat
transfer enhancement ratios for solid baffle cases are higher
than those for corresponding porous baffle cases.
Santos and de Lemos [60] performed simulations in
order to investigate and document a numerical analysis on
laminar flow and heat transfer along a channel with porous
and solid baffles. The numerical results for the friction
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factor and for the Nusselt number were compared with
available data, indicating that results herein differ by less
than 5% in relation to published results. Further simulations comparing the effectiveness of the porous material
used showed that no advantages are obtained by using lowporosity and low-permeability baffles in the laminar flow
regime.
Kahalerras and Targui [61] numerically analyzed the
two-dimensional, steady, axisymmetric, laminar, forced
convection flow in a double pipe heat exchanger with
porous fins inserted in the annular gap. The effects of
several geometrical, physical, and thermal parameters such
as fin spacing and height, Darcy number and the thermal
conductivity ratio on the structure of the hydrodynamic and
thermal fields were analyzed. The results obtained showed
that the insertion of porous fins may alter substantially the
flow pattern depending on their permeability, height, and
spacing. Concerning the heat transfer effect, it was found
that the use of porous fins may enhance the heat transfer in
comparison with the fluid case and that the rate of
improvement depends on their geometrical and thermophysical properties. The analysis of the numerical calculations of the thermal performance indicated that more net
energy gain may be achieved as the thermal conductivity
ratio increases especially at high Darcy numbers and
heights.
Hamdan and Al-Nimr [62] used high-thermal conductivity porous fins with the Darcy–Brinkman–Forchheimer
model to enhance the heat transfer characteristics of a fully
developed laminar forced convection flow through an
isothermal parallel-plate duct. They reported the effect of
several operating parameters on the flow hydrodynamics
and thermal characteristics. They demonstrated, mainly,
the effects of porous fin thickness, Darcy number, thermal
conductivity ratio, Reynolds number, and microscopic
inertial coefficient on the thermal performance of the present flow. The results showed that heat transfer can be
enhanced with the use of high-thermal-conductivity fins, by
decreasing the Darcy number, and by increasing the
microscopic inertial coefficient and the Reynolds number.
Li et al. [63] numerically studied the laminar flow and
convective heat transfer characteristics between two parallel plates with staggered porous blocks on both the upper
and lower channel walls. The effects of various parameters
such as the Darcy number, Reynolds number, porous block
height and width on the velocity field and the local heat
transfer were systematically analyzed. The pressure drops
across the channel for different cases were discussed. The
analyses showed that the flow behavior and its associated
local heat transfer are sensitive to the variation of the above
parameters. It was found that an increase in the thermal
conductivity ratio between the porous blocks and the fluid
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results in significant enhancement of heat transfer at the
locations of the porous blocks.
Guerroudj and Kahalerras [52] simulated the influence
of porous block shape on the laminar mixed convective
heat transfer and airflow characteristics inside a two-dimensional parallel plate channel when the buoyant and
forced flow effects are simultaneously present. The influence of the buoyancy force intensity, the porous blocks
shape going from the rectangular shape to the triangular
shape, their height, the porous medium permeability, the
Reynolds number and the thermal conductivity ratio was
analyzed. The results revealed essentially, that the shape of
the blocks can alter substantially the flow and heat transfer
characteristics.
Targui and Kahalerras [64] carried out a numerical
investigation to analyze the effect of porous baffles and
flow pulsation on a double pipe heat exchanger performance. The hot fluid flowed in the inner cylinder, whereas
the cold fluid circulated in the annular gap. In their simulation, the Darcy–Brinkman–Forchheimer model was
adopted to describe the flow in the porous regions and the
finite-volume method was used to solve the governing
equations with the appropriate boundary conditions. The
effects of the amplitude and frequency of pulsation, as well
as the porous baffles permeability on the flow structure and
the heat exchanger efficiency, were analyzed. Their results
revealed that the addition of an oscillating component to
the mean flow affects the flow structure, and enhances the
heat transfer in comparison with the steady non-pulsating
flow. The highest heat exchanger performance was
obtained when only the flow of the hot fluid is pulsating.
More recently, Akbarzadeh et al. [65] investigated the
combined effects of using nanofluid, a porous insert and
corrugated walls on heat transfer, pressure drop and
entropy generation inside a heat exchanger duct. A series
of numerical simulations were conducted for a number of
pertinent parameters. They showed that the waviness of the
wall destructively affects the heat transfer process at low
wave amplitudes and that it can improve heat convection
only after exceeding a certain amplitude. A number of
design recommendations were made on the basis of the
findings of this study.

Reconfiguration of obstacle geometry
The most important parameter for improving the heat
transfer performance is the shape of the obstacles. The
obstacle geometry reconfiguration can be produced by
casting, machining, forming, welding, and other methods
[66]. Various obstacle shapes and their orientations have
been reviewed and investigated as follows. Table 2 lists
some obstacle shapes studied by these investigators.
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Sripattanapipat and Promvonge [1] simulated the laminar periodic flow and heat transfer in a two-dimensional
horizontal channel with isothermal walls and with staggered diamond-shaped baffles. They reported that the diamond shape of the baffle with different tip angles (5 to
35) may enhance the heat transfer from 200 to 680% for
Reynolds number ranging from 100 to 600. However, this
intensification is associated with enlarged friction loss
ranging from 20 to 220 times above the smooth channel.
A computer code was developed by Kamali and Binesh
[67] to study the turbulent heat transfer and friction in a
square duct with various-shaped ribs mounted on one wall.
The simulations were performed for four rib shapes, i.e.,
square, triangular, trapezoidal with decreasing height in the
flow direction, and trapezoidal with increasing height in the
flow direction. The results showed that features of the interrib distribution of the heat transfer coefficient are strongly
affected by the rib shape and trapezoidal ribs with
decreasing height in the flow direction provide higher heat
transfer enhancement and pressure drop than other shapes.
Promvonge and Thianpong [68] conducted experiments
to assess turbulent forced convection heat transfer and
friction loss behaviors for airflow through a constant heat
flux channel fitted with differently shaped ribs (i.e., triangular, wedge, and rectangular-shaped). Two rib arrangements, namely, in-line and staggered arrays, were
introduced. For a similar mass flow rate, the in-line rib
arrangement provided higher heat transfer and friction loss
than the staggered one. In comparison, the wedge rib
pointing downstream yielded the highest increase in both
the Nusselt number and the friction factor but the triangular
rib with staggered array showed better thermal performance over the others.
Heydari et al. [69] numerically studied the effect of
attack angle of triangular ribs, by using finite-volume
method, in a two-dimensional microchannel. In this study,
the effects of variations in attack angles on triangular ribs,
volume fraction of nanoparticles, nanoparticles diameter
and Reynolds number were investigated. Using triangular
rib with higher attack angle can improve heat transfer
significantly due to the high-velocity gradients and better
mixing of fluid flow.
Zhao et al. [70] tested and compared the adiabatic flow
characteristics of rectangular channels with diamond,
square, triangular, circular, and elliptical pin fins at different flow regimes and conducted in-depth theoretical
analysis of the experimental results from the physics
behind. The influence of shapes of mini pin fins on the flow
resistance was discussed, the experimental data were
compared with existing correlations for micro/mini scale
pin fins, and evaluations were made on their applicability.
Wang et al. [71] summarized computational and
experimental results for research on the flow and heat
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transfer process of a rectangular channel embedded with
staggered pin fins. Several differently shaped pin fins (i.e.,
circular, elliptical, and drop-shaped) with the same crosssectional areas were compared in a staggered arrangement.
The more streamlined drop-shaped pin fins were better at
delaying or suppressing separation of the flow passing
through them, which decreased the aerodynamic penalty
compared to circular pin fins. The heat transfer enhancement of the drop-shaped pin fins was less than that of the
circular pin fins. In terms of specific performance parameters, drop-shaped pin fins are a promising alternative
configuration to circular pin fins.
Saini and Saini [72] conducted an experimental prediction on the turbulent flow and convective heat transfer
characteristics in a rectangular air channel with arc-shaped
elements attached to the underside of a heated plate. The
effects of various dimensionless parameters such as arc
angle and height on the Nusselt number and friction factor
were studied for Reynolds numbers ranging from 2000 to
17,000. Their results suggested that a significant heat
transfer coefficient enhancement in a solar air channel can
be achieved by introducing arc-shaped ribs into the flow.
The maximum enhancement in Nusselt number was
obtained as 3.80 times corresponding to the relative arc
angle of 0.3333 at relative roughness height of 0.0422, with
the minimum pressure loss.
Gholami et al. [73] numerically investigated the laminar
and forced flow and heat transfer of oil/multi-walled carbon nanotubes nanofluid in a microchannel. The studied
geometrics is a two-dimensional rectangular microchannel
with the proportion of length to height of 150 (L/d = 150).
The purpose of this research is to investigate the effect of
using rectangular, oval, parabolic, triangular and trapezoidal rib shapes on behavior and heat transfer of nanofluid
flow in the rectangular microchannel. Among the investigated rib shapes, the parabolic rib, comparing to the augmentation of friction factor, has the best proportion of
Nusselt number enhancement.
Benzenine et al. [74] presented a computational analysis
of the turbulent flow of air in a pipe of rectangular section
provided with two waved fins sequentially arranged in the
top and the bottom of the channel wall. This contribution
led to results which were analyzed by the use of the solid,
plane fins, waved and inclined with active degrees of 0 up
to 45 with a step equal to 15 degree and directed toward
the left. Their studies showed that the undulation of the fins
induced with an improvement on the skin friction of about
9.91% in the case of a = 15, more than 16% in the other
cases, and concerning the pressure loss, the undulation of
the fins was insured improvements starter from 10,43% in
all cases compared with the fins of plane form.
Benzenine et al. [75] reported an indoor study to
quantify numerically the heat transfer rate by turbulent
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forced-convection for different inlet velocity conditions
and analyze the geometrical and physical effects of the
corrugated fins on the heat transfer phenomena in an air
heat exchanger channel. They indicated that the use of
corrugated fins in heat exchangers is effective in such
systems could lead to lower consumption of energy
resource, which provides benefits to both economic and
environmental aspects.
Skullong et al. [76] conducted an experimental study on
turbulent flow and heat transfer characteristics in a high
aspect ratio solar air heater channel fitted with combined
45 triangular wavy-rib and transverse groove turbulators.
Three test cases of different rib pitch to channel-height
ratios (PR = 0.5, 1 and 2) with a single rib-to-channel
height ratio (BR = 0.25) were introduced. Three types of
rib arrangements, namely rib groove on the upper wall
only, in-line rib-groove, and staggered rib-in-line groove
on two principal walls were also introduced. The experimental results revealed that the combined rib-groove on
both the upper and lower walls of the test channel provides
the highest heat transfer rate and friction factor in comparison with the smooth channel with/without ribs. However, the ribbed-grooved upper wall at PR = 0.5 yielded
the highest thermal performance. The combined rib-groove
turbulator was found to be considerably higher thermal
performance than the groove alone.
Ben Slama [77] carried out experimental studies to
visualize the air flow inside a flat-plate solar collector,
using white smoke injected into the mobile air channel.
This method shows the localization of the dead zones as
well as the shape of vortices engendered by baffles. These
baffles were placed in the 25-mm-thick mobile air channel
located between insulator and the absorber. Five different
solar air channel designs, namely, channel without baffles,
channel with small baffles, channel with transversal baffles,
channel with transversal and longitudinal baffles, and
channel with delta wing-shaped baffles, were visualized in
that study, which are referred as cases A, B, C, D, and E,
respectively. For the case A, the author observed that there
is a direct passage of the air in the medium of the channel,
from the inlet toward the outlet. In addition, there are many
dead zones. For the case B, the dead zones were located
downstream of the baffles. It was remarkable to observe
that their extent is considerable. For the case C, the author
observed the formation of a meandering flow. In this case,
it was clear that the length of the trajectory is more than
double that of the channel, thus increasing the air speed and
the heat transfer. On the other hand, the size of the dead
zones was considerable. For the case D, the efficiency was
very much increased, and in the case E, the delta wings, as
indicated by the author, have the characteristic to form two
vortices on their extrados. This depends on their opening
and incidence angles.
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Abene et al. [78] reported an experimental study, which
consists of a solar energy simulation, to improve the
thermal exchange between the fluid and the upper face of a
solar air channel (SAC) by considering several types of
obstacles: ogival transverse (OT), ogival inclined folded
(OIF1), waisted tube (WT), waisted delta lengthways
(WDL1) and waisted ogival lengthways (WOL1) disposed
in rows in the dynamic air vein of the SAC. They proceeded to the application of the best two systems (WDL1)
and transverse-longitudinal obstacles (TL) for drying an
agricultural product grape. By comparing with the SAC
without obstacles, the thermal transfers and, consequently,
the output temperature and the thermal efficiency are
clearly improved. The heat quantities and drying times
obtained in the case of WDL1 are very important compared
with the SAC without obstacles.
Bekele et al. [79] experimentally investigated the flow
of air in a rectangular duct with delta-shaped obstacles
mounted on one wall subjected to uniform heat flux and
with remaining three smooth insulated walls. The effects of
Reynolds number, relative obstacle height (e/H), and relative obstacle longitudinal pitch (Pl/e) on the flow and heat
transfer characteristics were studied for a fixed value of
relative obstacle transverse pitch (Pt/b) equal to 7/3. In
their study, the maximum thermo-hydraulic performance
was obtained for Pl/e = 3/2, e/H = 0.50 at Re = 9757.38,
and its value was of the order of 2.14.
Khoshvaght-Aliabadi et al. [80] used the delta-winglets
to enhance heat transfer in wavy plate-fins (WPFs) in
presence of Al2O3/water nanofluid. Impacts of the most
effective parameters, including waviness aspect ratio
(c = 0.33, 0.42, and 0.51), winglets height (h = 2, 4, and
6 mm), nanoparticles mass fraction (0–0.4%), and Reynolds number (4500–11,500), were examined. The results
showed that the use of proposed geometries leads to a
considerable heat transfer enhancement in plate-fin heat
exchangers, especially at the highest values of waviness
aspect ratio and winglets height. The maximum heat
transfer enhancement of 11.3% is observed for 0.4%
nanofluid flow over the WPF with c = 0.51 and h = 6 mm.
Handoyo et al. [81] described the result of the numerical
studies of obstacles’ spacing inserted in a V-corrugated
channel of a solar air heater (SAH). The obstacles were
delta-shaped and installed on bottom plate of the channel.
The optimal spacing ratio (S/H) of delta-shaped obstacles
inserted in a V-corrugated SAH was one. In other words,
the optimal spacing of obstacle equals to its height.
Torii et al. [82] proposed a novel technique that can
augment heat transfer but nevertheless can reduce pressure
loss in a fin-tube heat exchanger with in-line or staggered
tube banks in a relatively low Re number flow, by
deploying delta-winglet-type vortex generators. In case of
staggered tube banks, the heat transfer was augmented by
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30 to 10%, and yet the pressure loss was reduced by 55 to
34% for the Re number ranging from 350 to 2100, when the
present winglets were added. In case of in-line tube banks,
these were found to be 20 to 10% augmentation, and 15 to
8% reduction, in the same range of Reynolds number
above.
Zhou and Ye [83] introduced a new kind of vortex
generator curved trapezoidal winglet and experimentally
investigated its performances of heat transfer enhancement
and flow resistance by comparison with those of traditional
vortex generators rectangular winglet, trapezoidal winglet
and delta-winglet. The results showed that delta winglet
shape is the best in laminar and transitional flow region,
while curved trapezoidal winglet shape has the best
thermo-hydraulic performance in fully turbulent region due
to the streamlined configuration and then the low-pressure
drop, which indicates the advantages of using this kind of
vortex generators for heat transfer enhancement.
A special flow layout with U-shaped tubes was designed
by Du et al. [84] for testing the heat transfer performances
(HTPs) of molten salt in the shell side of a shell-and-tube
heat exchanger (STHE). Based on this design, the transitional convective HTPs (6142 \ Re \ 9125) of molten salt
with higher temperature (209.41–241.49 C) in the STHE
with segmental baffles (STHE-SBs) were experimentally
studied, and the corresponding heat transfer correlations
were fitted. The effects of segmental baffles on the molten
salt heat transfer enhancement in lower flow rate region
were better than those in higher flow rate region, and the
maximum increment of Nusselt number was 26%.
Stehlik et al. [85] compared heat transfer and friction
loss correction factors of an optimized segmental baffle
heat exchanger to those of a helical baffle heat exchanger.
In their studies, the correction factors for helical baffles
were examined as a function of baffle inclination angle to
gain an understanding of the underlying transport phenomena as well as to characterize the baffle for design
purpose.
Lei et al. [86] carried out three-dimensional numerical
simulations to study the impacts of various baffle inclination angles on fluid flow and heat transfer of heat
exchangers with helical baffles. The simulations were
conducted for one period of seven baffle inclination angles
by using periodic boundaries. Predicted flow patterns from
simulation results indicated that continual helical baffles
can reduce or even eliminate dead regions in the shell side
of shell-and-tube heat exchangers. The average Nusselt
number increased with the increase of the baffle inclination
angle a when a\30 whereas, the average Nusselt number
decreased with the increase of the baffle inclination angle
when a [ 30. The pressure drop varied drastically with
baffle inclination angle and shell-side Reynolds number.
Compared to the segmental heat exchangers, the heat
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exchangers with continual helical baffles had higher heat
transfer coefficients to the same pressure drop.
An improved structure of ladder-type fold baffle was
proposed by Wen et al. [87] in order to block the triangular
leakage zones in original heat exchangers with helical
baffles. They numerically showed that the distribution of
shell-side velocity and temperature in improved heat
exchanger are more uniform and axial short-circuit flow is
eliminated. The fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics
of the improved heat exchanger and the original heat
exchanger were also experimentally studied. They showed
that the shell-side heat transfer coefficient and overall heat
transfer coefficient are improved by 22.3–32.6 and
18.1–22.5%, respectively.
Dong et al. [88] conducted investigations of thermohydraulic performance on five trisection helical baffle heat
exchangers with different inclination angles, baffle shapes,
or connection patterns, and one segmental baffle heat
exchanger (SEG). A comparative analysis of three sector
baffle schemes with inclination angles of 10 (10S), 15
(15S), and 20 (20S); an ellipse baffle scheme with an
inclination angle of 15 (15E); and an axial overlap sector
baffle scheme with an inclination angle of 20 (20D) was
performed. The same inclination angle schemes had completely different properties because of the baffle shapes or
connection patterns. The performance of the end-to-end
scheme was superior to that of the axial overlap scheme,
and the ellipse baffle scheme was inferior to the sector
baffle scheme. The 20S scheme had the optimum comprehensive index and lowest shell-side pressure loss. The
10S scheme had the highest shell-side Nusselt number and
shell-side pressure loss, and can be selected only when heat
transfer capability is very important in an engineering
application.
Bopche and Tandale [89] experimentally studied the
heat transfer and pressure loss factor by using artificial
roughness in the form of specially prepared inverted
U-shaped turbulators on the absorber surface of an air
heater duct. The effect of Re number, relative roughness
pitch and relative roughness height on the Nusselt number
and friction factor were examined. The obtained results
were compared with those of a smooth duct under similar
geometrical and flow conditions to determine enhancement
in Nu and f. They showed that the enhancements are around
2.82 and 3.72 times higher than the smooth rectangular
channel for Nu and f, respectively.
Promvonge et al. [90] conducted experimental investigations to examine the effect of the baffle pitch length and
width ratios of 20 oblique horseshoe-type baffle (or 20
inclined U-shaped baffle) inserts on heat transfer rate and
flow friction characteristics in a uniform heat-fluxed tube
using air as the test fluid for the turbulent regime, Re =
5300–24,000. The experimental results revealed that the
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tube fitted with inclined horseshoes baffles provides considerable improvement of the heat transfer rate over the
plain tube around 92–208% while the friction factor is
increased at about 1.76–6.37 times. The maximum thermal
performance factor of about 1.92 was found for the oblique
horseshoe baffles at BR = 0.1 and PR = 0.5.
Skullong et al. [91] carried out an experimental and
numerical work to study the heat transfer enhancement in a
heat exchanger square-duct fitted with 30 oblique horseshoe baffles (HBs). The HBs were inserted on the test duct
with three relative baffle-pitches (PR = 0.5,1 and 2) and
five relative baffle heights (BR = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 and
0.25). The work was conducted using air as the test fluid
for a turbulent flow regime, in the Reynolds number range
from about 4,000–25,000. The obtained result showed that
at a given BR, the smallest pitch spacing (PR = 0.5) provides the highest heat transfer and friction factor. The HBs
at BR = 0.25 and PR = 0.5 yielded the highest heat
transfer and friction factor but the one at BR = 0.2 and
PR = 1 gives the maximum thermal performance. In
addition, the thermal performance of using the HBs was
much higher than that of the wire coil insert, in comparison
with other turbulators.
A numerical investigation for fully developed turbulent
flow in a square duct fitted with 45 in-line V-baffle pairs
mounted on both upper and lower walls was conducted by
Fawaz et al. [92] in order to examine the changes in flow
structure and thermal performance, using air as the working
fluid at Re ranging from 5000 to 25,000. Effect of various
baffle blockage ratios (BR = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6) and baffles
pitch ratios (PR = 0.5,1 and 1.5) on flow behavior and heat
transfer were investigated. They found that the TEF of the
V-baffle pointing upstream at BR = 0.2 is higher than that
at larger BR and the TEF of this same baffle at PR = 0.5 is
higher than that at higher PR, at the lowest Re value.
Experiments were conducted by Singh et al. [93] on
rectangular duct having one broad wall roughened with
discrete V-down ribs and subjected to constant heat flux.
The effects of relative gap width (g/e) and relative gap
position (d/w), angle of attack (a), relative roughness
height (e/Dh) and pitch (P/e) ratios on Nusselt number and
friction factor were determined and the results obtained
were compared with those of smooth duct. The maximum
increase in Nu and f over that of smooth duct was 3.04- and
3.11-folds, respectively. The rib parameters corresponding
to maximum increase in Nu and f were d/w = 0.65, g/
e = 1.0, P/e = 8.0, a = 60 and e/Dh = 0.043.
Turbulent forced convection, heat transfer and performance improvement in a square channel with discrete
combined baffles, which combined V-baffle and V-orifice,
was investigated numerically by Boonloi and Jedsadaratanachai [94]. The influences of the flow blockage
ratios (BR = 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15) and V-tip directions (V-
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tip pointing downstream and V-tip pointing upstream) were
simulated with a single pitch spacing ratio, PR = 1, and
attack angle, a = 30, for the Reynolds number, Re =
5000–20,000. The computational result revealed that the
optimum thermal enhancement factor, TEF, is around 1.72
at BR = 0.1, Re = 3000 and V-upstream.
Patil et al. [95] presented the brief description of the
experimentation, data collection, processing, and the
results pertaining to heat transfer and friction in a solar air
heater duct roughened with broken V-down rib combined
with staggered rib piece. Experimental data were collected
on a high aspect ratio rectangular duct by varying the
Reynolds number from 3000 to 17,000, relative gap position (s0 /s) 0.2–0.8, relative staggered rib position (p0 /p)
0.2–0.8, relative staggered rib size (r/e) 1–2.5, for the fixed
values of relative roughness pitch (p/e) of 10, relative
roughness height (e/Dh) of 0.043, relative gap size (g/e) of
1, and angle of attack (a) of 60. The effect of flow Reynolds number and roughness parameters on Nusselt number
and friction factor was explored and the results were
compared with continuous V-down rib roughened duct and
smooth duct under similar flow conditions. Correlations for
the Nusselt number and friction factor as a function of
Reynolds number and roughness parameters were also
developed.
Tamna et al. [96] conducted an experimental and
numerical study to examine the heat transfer and flow
friction characteristics in a solar air heater channel fitted
with multiple 45 V-baffle vortex generators (BVGs) at
different pitch ratios (PRs) for the turbulent flow, Re from
4000 to 21,000. Three BVG arrangements, namely, one
BVG wall (or single BVG), in-line and staggered BVGs on
two opposite walls were also investigated. The experimental result revealed that the smaller PR provides the
highest heat transfer and friction factor for all BVGs. The
in-line BVG yielded higher heat transfer and friction loss
than the staggered and the single BVG. However, the
single BVG with PR = 0.5 yielded the highest thermal
performance.
Kumar et al. [97] experimentally examined the performance of heat transfer, friction factor and TEF in a solar air
channel attached with 60 angled broken multiple V-type
baffles with a Re ranging from 3000 to 8000. The baffle
parameters were determined by baffle height (HB), pitch of
baffle (PB), length of V-pattern baffle (Lv), Gap or discrete
distance (Dd), Gap or discrete width (Gw), angle of attack
(aa), and the shape of the roughness elements. Effects of
different relative baffle widths on the Nusselt number,
pressure loss and overall thermal performance were studied. The obtained results showed that higher overall thermal performance occurred at a relative baffle width of 5.0.
Also, the results showed that the broken multiple V-type
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baffles are thermo-hydraulically superior as compared to
the other baffles shaped solar air channel.
Experiments were conducted by Chamoli and Thakur
[98] on the rectangular duct having one broad wall
roughened with V-down periodic perforated baffles and
subjected to a constant heat flux. The influence of the Re
number, the relative roughness height, the relative roughness pitch and the open-area ratio was analyzed. The statistical correlation for the Nusselt number and friction
factor was developed as a function of Reynolds number
and roughness geometry parameters. In the range of studied
parameters, an average absolute deviation of 3.38 and
7.54% was obtained for the Nusselt number and friction
factor, respectively.
Chamoli and Thakur [99] studied analytically the exergetic efficiency of V-down-perforated baffled roughened
duct solar air heater, and the results obtained compared
with conventional system. Results indicated that high
efficiency with optimum V-down-perforated baffle
improves the heat absorption and dissipation potential of a
solar air heater. Design plots were prepared to predict the
optimum roughness parameter as a function of temperature
rise parameter.
Chamoli [100] reported the optimum design parameters
of the V-down-perforated baffle roughened rectangular
channel using a Taguchi experimental design method. The
effects of the four design parameters such as Re number,
open-area ratio (b), relative roughness height (e/H), and
relative roughness pitch (P/e) were investigated. An L16
(44) orthogonal array was chosen as an experimental plan
for the design parameters. The optimum condition of
design parameters was A4B1C4D3 and the optimum values
of the parameters for minimum friction factor condition are
determined as follows: P/e = 4, e/H = 0.285, b = 44% and
Re = 14,800.
Mathematical investigations for laminar forced convection heat transfer, flow characteristics and thermal
enhancement factor in an isothermal square channel with
in-line double V-baffles pointing downstream were studied
by Jedsadaratanachai and Boonloi [101] for Re =
100–1200, BR = 0.05–0.25, PR = 1.00–2.00 and a = 30.
They found that the use of the double V-baffles performs
higher heat transfer rate and pressure loss than the smooth
channel with no baffle. The optimum thermal enhancement
factor was found to be about 3.2 at PR = 1, BR = 0.10 and
Re = 1200.
Maurer et al. [102] investigated the thermal performance
of V-shaped and W-shaped ribs provided on one side or
both sides of a test channel for an Re range of
80,000–500,000. The W-shaped ribs were found to have
better heat transfer and pressure drop.
Kumar et al. [103] improved the thermal efficiency of a
solar air channel by attaching a W-shaped rib on the
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underside of a heated plate. The effects of discrete 30–75
W-shaped rib geometry and operating parameters on the
heat transfer and pressure drop were compared with the
results of smooth duct under similar flow conditions. The
maximum enhancement of Nusselt number and friction
factor was found to be 2.16 and 2.75 times that of smooth
duct for an angle of attack of 60.
Sriromrein and Promvong [104] conducted an experimental study on heat transfer and friction loss in a solar air
channel with angled Z-shaped ribs on a heated plate for a
Reynolds number range of 5000–25,000. It was found that
the Nusselt number value immediately behind the rib was
increased by decreasing the height of the rib shape. An
increase in the Nusselt number of 72.3% was observed for
a channel with Z-rib elements compared with that for a
smooth rectangular channel.
Sriromreun et al. [105] reported experimental and
numerical investigations of the heat transfer and flow
friction characteristics for a solar air heater channel with
in-phase and out-phase Z-shaped baffles in the turbulent
regime from Re = 4400 to 20,400. The Z-baffles inclined
to 45 relative to the main flow direction are characterized
at three baffle-to channel-height ratios (e/H = 0.1, 0.2 and
0.3) and baffle pitch ratios (P/H = 1.5, 2 and 3). The effects
of e/H and P/H ratios were more significant for the inphase Z-baffle than for the out-phase Z-baffle.
Akbari et al. [106] numerically investigated the heat
transfer of laminar and turbulent flow of water/Al2O3
nanofluid in the volume fraction of u = 0–4% of solid
nanoparticles in Reynolds numbers of 500–25,000. The
studied geometrics was a three-dimensional tube with the
diameter of D = 2 cm and the length of L = 50 cm. In
order to increase the heat transfer inside horizontal tube,
the twisted tape in different aspect ratios was used. In this
research, the considered geometrics with aspect parameters, such as the twisted ratios (P/W) of 3, 3.5 and 4, the
space ratios (C/D) of 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 and the tape width
ratios (W/D) at the range of 0.5–0.9, was investigated. The
results indicated that, in the turbulent flow, the use of solid
nanoparticle in higher volume fractions and Reynolds
numbers, comparing to the laminar flow, improves heat
transfer.
Thianpong et al. [107] reported experimental results on
heat transfer, pressure drop, and thermal performance in
ducts fitted with twisted-ring turbulators (TR) of different
width ratios (W/D) and different pitch lengths (p/D), under
a uniform wall flux condition, for Reynolds numbers
ranging from 6000 to 20,000, using air as a test fluid. The
typical circular rings (CRs) were also tested for an
assessment. The experimental results revealed that most
TRs yield lower Nusselt numbers and friction factor than
CRs, except at the largest width ratio (W/D = 0.15) and the
smallest pitch ratio (p/D = 1.0). In addition, Nusselt
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number and friction factor increased as width ratio
increases and pitch ratio decreases. However, a maximum
thermal performance factor was associated by TRs with the
smallest width ratio and pitch ratio.
The enhancement of the heat transfer in a tube fitted
with oblique or straight delta-winglet twisted tapes, which
act as swirl generator and turbulator, for different twist
ratios and depth of wing cut ratios was investigated and
analyzed experimentally by Eiamsa-ard et al. [108]. The
results obtained by using plain tube and the tubes equipped
with typical twisted tape were also presented for comparison. They showed that mean Nusselt number and mean
friction factor in the tube with the delta-winglet twisted
tape increase with decreasing twisted ratio and increasing
depth of wing cut ratio. They also observed that the oblique
delta-winglet twisted tape is more effective turbulator
giving higher heat transfer coefficient than the straight
delta-winglet twisted tape. Over the range considered,
Nusselt number, friction factor and thermal performance
factor in a tube with the oblique delta-winglet twisted tape
were, respectively, 1.04–1.64, 1.09–1.95, and 1.05–1.13
times of those in the tube with typical twisted tape.
Promvonge [109] carried out an experimental work to
examine the heat transfer and flow resistance in a constant
heat-fluxed square-duct inserted with combined 30 V-fins
and quadruple counter-twisted tapes at different relative fin
height (RB) and pitch (RP) values for Re in a range of
4000–30,000. The experimental results showed that the heat
transfer and pressure drop in the form of respective Nusselt
number and friction factor from the V-finned counter-twisted tape tend to increase with the rise of RB but show the
reversing trend with increasing RP. The thermal performance of the V-finned counter-twisted tape was considerably higher than that of the quadruple twisted tapes alone.
Nanan et al. [110] numerically and experimentally carried out a comparative investigation on the flow and heat
transfer associated with baffle turbulators with different
designs: typical straight baffles, straight cross-baffles,
straight alternate-baffles, twisted baffles, alternate twisted
baffles and twisted cross-baffles. The influence of pitch
ratio from 1.0 to 2.0 and Re numbers from 6000 to 20,000
was also examined. At the optimum condition of the
smallest pitch ratio and the lowest Reynolds number, the
twisted cross-baffles offered the highest thermal enhancement factor of 1.7.
More recently, Hosseinnezhad et al. [111] numerically
investigated the turbulent flow of water/Al2O3 nanofluid in
a tubular heat exchanger with two twisted-tape inserts in
the three-dimensional coordinate. The investigated
parameters of the this study were Reynolds numbers at the
range of 10,000–30,000, the effect of twist ratio of twistedtape inserts from 2.5 to 4, co-swirl flow and counter-swirl
flow of two twisted-tapes inside the tube and volume
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fractions of nanofluid from 1 to 4%. The maximum
enhancements of PEC improvement in three twist ratios of
4, 3.25, and 2.5 are, respectively, 40.8, 47, and 51% and the
maximum enhancements in three mentioned ratios are
26.5, 28.3, and 30.6%, respectively.

Conclusions
This paper presents a detailed review of the numerical and
experimental studies carried out by various researchers in
order to obtain enhanced heat transfer by inserting obstacles of different shapes, sizes, positions, attack angles,
perforations, porosities, arrangements, and orientations.
The effects of the geometrical parameters of the obstacles
as well as the functioning parameters on heat transfer and
fluid flow processes were discussed in detail. Through the
present work, it is attempted to highlight the different
parameters that affect the heat transfer; such parameters are
the flow regime and the geometry of the canal provided
with obstacles. These baffles, in general, can be done either
on the insulation/absorber or by the combination of the
two, so as to create turbulence and lengthen the trajectory
of the fluids. This increases the convective thermal transfer
between the heated surfaces and the coolant and consequently a noticeable improvement in the thermal efficiency
of the air channel.
The term ‘Heat exchanger’ means calculation. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is now the most widely
used technique in the field of heat exchange, and the
mastery of the software Fluent is of paramount importance.
Finally, several future developments, based on the present review, are therefore to be considered, and the following research perspectives should be recommended:
1.

2.

3.

Further studies are recommended to determine the best
position of the baffles on the surface of the channel.
The best geometry parameters of the channel, such as
the width, thickness, inclination, orientation, step
between the simple fin and the shaped baffle, etc.,
must be determined.
New heat exchange surfaces should be considered by
introducing porous shaped baffles. It is also advocated
to deepen this study in order to determine the effects of
several parameters, such as the porous medium
permeability, the number and the dimensions of pores,
the Darcy number, and the thermal conductivity on
thermal heat and fluid flow.
The rest of this research work could also be oriented
toward three-dimensional modeling and simulation
studies of the entire plane air solar collector.
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